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1. Who Are You in History?

Research yourself, create you own personal Timeline and dis-
cover how you fit into history.

http://www.ourtimelines.com/create_tl_2c.html

At this website, you can create a Timeline that will show you 
how you fit into history.

For a quick and easy overview of how you fit in history:
1. Go to the create page of ourtimelines.com/create_tl_2c.html 
2. In the top box, it will ask you to:
A. Write your name
B. Write your birth year C. Write the current year
3. PRINTABLE: Click ONCE, General Timeline: Click ONCE

The page will change to your personal Timeline and show how 
you fit into history.
This will give you a sense of your personal history and the 
events that have taken place since your birth.

For an interesting comparison, go back to the create page and 
place the birthday of your father or mother. You will see the 
graph change and see historical events that happened in your 
parents lifetime. Now, use your grandparent’s birthdate, and 
you will see how your family fits into history.

Knowing how you fit into history will help you understand the 
many events that have happened and made us who we are to-
day.



2. Be Remembered

To be recognized as part of history you need to record your own person-
al history. Without a record of who you are for the future, your time on 
earth might be forgotten. Be remembered, keep a diary.
Always handwrite your diary as historians do not recommend anyone 
to use technology to record their personal life. The reason you should 
handwrite your diary is that there is NO guarantee that the technology 
of the future will be available to read your information.

MATERIALS

• Personal spiral notebook or bound volume to use specifically for a         
   diary.
• Pens or pencils (I recommend pencils because I have read documents,  
   over 300 years old, with pencil markings still clearly visible.)

PROCEDURES
• Each day write in your journal. Your handwriting, grammar, and 

spelling reflect the period in which you live, your education, and your 
personal style.

• Record your home address, school address, your parents and teachers 
name, this information allows future researchers facts.

• Write about your clothes, where you buy your clothes, the food you 
eat, describe a grocery store, your music, and television shows you

     like. This gives future researchers information to understand our  
     time.



3. Research: Gathering Information 



4. Where to Find Information

Know:
   Where to Look for Information
   * What do you already know about your subject? (Create a list.)    
   * What do you need to know about your subject? (Create a list) 
Sources
•     School Library: reference material, the library index, librarian  
      Public Library: reference material, the library index, reference 
      librarian, rare book collection
•    Internet: reliable site sources like the Library of Congress, uni- 
      versity libraries, search amazon.com for books on your subject  
      and look for them “free” on the internet or at the library.
•    Museums (Museum or Internet Museum): special exhibits on  
     your subject, museums based on your subject, as a museum   
     curator.
    Archival Collection (Archives or Internet Archives): primary 
     source librarian, primary source documents, photographs, re-
     cordings, oral histories
   * Government: census records, vital record, state reports, consult 
     the department head for needed information or internet home-     
     page.
   * Newspaper Archives: specific information on a specific date in a  
     specific location
Internet Research  

While using the Internet to research, pay attention to extension 
names such as .edu (educational), .gov (government) or .org 
(non-profit organization). Sites with these extensions tend to be 
more reliable. Be careful with .com (commercial) sites as many con-
tain and promote products and give you no reliable information. Be 
wary of personal homepages as anyone can write anything he or 



4. Where to Find Information continued

she would like with no basis in facts. 

•  Be sure the sites you visit are verifiable with factual information.
Cite your sources.  

•  Make detailed notes in your words. Record the facts but if you 
are having trouble writing the facts in your own words you can al-
ways quote the source, as long as you use quotation marks and 
make it clear the words are quoted. Use footnotes or end notes 
to share where the quote originated  

Traditions print sources: books and textbooks, newspapers, ac-
ademic and trade journals, diaries, journals, memoirs, government 
reports and legal documents, flyers, pamphlets, multimedia  
Internet-only sources: websites, weblogs, message boards, discus-
sion lists, multimedia.  



5. Research Evaluation Sources

Examples of sources that are often the most credible:
 

● Official government websites
● Institutional sites that represent universities, regulatory agencies, governing bodies, and 

respected organizations with specific expertise (e.g., the Mayo Clinic)
● Peer-reviewed journals
● Reputable news sources

 
Examples of sources that are often considered less credible:
 

● Blogs
● Web forums
● Individual or business websites
● Materials published by an entity that may have an ulterior motive

 
 

Factors to consider Least reliable Possibly reliable Most reliable

Type of source Unfamiliar website Published material Official websites, 
institutional sites, 
academic journals

Author’s background Uncredited Educated on topic Expert in the field

Date published None Outdated Recently revised

Depth of review Controversial reviews Good public 
response; general 
approval

Peer-reviewed by 
reliable sources

Sources cited None Credible sources Citations referencing 
other well-cited works

Objectivity Clearly biased Sponsored source Balanced, neutral

 



6. Taking Notes

Learning to Take Notes

Share with your students “Note Taking” by Mary Alice            
Osborne. This fun slide presentation will help your students 
use another form of medium to learn about recording notes for 
historical research.

This location on SlideShare will allow you to “Share” and 
“Download” this presentation as well as simply viewing it from 
the URL site.

http://www.slideshare.net/maryaliceosborne/learning-to-take-
notes

Connect a digital projector to your computer and share with 
students.



7. Keyword Search

KEYWORD SEARCH
Write research question below and make a list of all keywords you should, maybe, 
shouldn’t use.

Research Question:
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

KEYWORD SEARCH

SHOULD USE MAYBE USE SHOULDN’T USE



8. Book Citations

Citation Books

It's important to give credit to the sources you use when doing research. As soon 
as you start taking notes from a resource fill out a citation worksheet.  Each book 
should have its information (from front information page of the book) recorded.  
Use the book number on this worksheet to place on your notes or photocopies to 
connect information.

1.____________________________    _________________________   __________________
Author’s last, first name                          Title of Book                                  Edition/Volume 

___________________________     _________________________  __________________
City of Publication                                    Publishing Company                   Publication Date 

2.____________________________    _________________________   __________________
Author’s last, first name                          Title of Book                                  Edition/Volume 

______________________________     _________________________  __________________
City of Publication                                    Publishing Company                   Publication Date 

3. ____________________________    _________________________   __________________
Author’s last, first name                          Title of Book                                  Edition/Volume 

______________________________     _________________________  __________________
City of Publication                                    Publishing Company                   Publication Date 

4.____________________________    _________________________   __________________
Author’s last, first name                          Title of Book                                  Edition/Volume 

______________________________     _________________________  __________________
City of Publication                                    Publishing Company                   Publication Date 

5. ____________________________    _________________________   __________________
Author’s last, first name                          Title of Book                                  Edition/Volume 

______________________________     _________________________  __________________
City of Publication                                    Publishing Company                   Publication Date 



9. Web Citations

Web Citations 

It's important to give credit to sources you use when doing research. Since there is NO 
standard format used on Web pages, information concerning each page may vary. 
Always record the title of the web page, the date you viewed the page and the URL. If 
your research page is buried beneath the homepage, please record directions on how 
you found the page. Homepage>History>Subject. Number each source. Use this format 
to record all your web research. Each source should have its own number and research 
citation note. 

 1. ______________________________ Author’s last, first name 

_________________________________ Web Site Title 

_________________________________ Title of Web Page 

___________________________________ Owner of Site or 

Notes: 
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________


